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Legal Eagles Soar to Another Championship
By Laura Patrick, Senior Staff Writer

The Legal Eagles, fueled by a frustrating loss to
the Contract Killers in last season's final game, took
this season's intramural softball championship title in a
heated battle against Penal Thunder. The evening started
with four teams fighting in the semi-finals for the coveted
golden trophy. The Susan Changs (5-0-1) faced off
against Penal Thunder (5-1) on one field, while the Legal
Eagles (6-0) took on the Fist Pumps (5-1) on the other.
However, alas, there could only be one true champion. In
case you missed the action, a recap of what went down in
the playoffs on Manchester Field follows:
No. 2 Susan Changs vs. No. 3 Penal Thunder
Full disclosure: I am a Fist Pump to the core, despite
being benched for the season with a crippling injury;
therefore, I did not actually witness this game. However,
through in-depth investigation, I have put together a
general summary of events.
Both teams went into· the game as a generally even
match-up. The Susan Changs boasted a better record
with five wins, no losses. and one fie and held a higher
run differential over Penal with 40 runs to Penal's 30.
The outcome of the game was a toss-up. "They were
pretty even going in. Penal is significantly better than
they were last year, whereas the Susan Changs have been
a consistently good team for the past couple of years,"
said umpire Josh Poulson.
Penal Thunder, however, came into the game with
guns blazing after surprising many teams this year with
their improved hitting skills and consistent defense.
"Penal Thunder was about as hot as Bradley Cooper
starting the semis," said an anonymous Penal player:
After the first inning, Penal was down 4-5 against
the Changs, but, according to Poulson, came back in the
second with a four-run lead and never looked back. After
finding it impossible to actually track down the final
score of the game- apparently the softball score sheets
are very elusive-I will go with my anonymous source's
estimation that in the end it was, "a lot to a little. Maybe
18-10, maybe 18-12?"
Highlight of the game: In his undying desire for
victory, Penal Thunder center fielder Ian Friedman
_smashed the windshield of a pick-up truck parked nearby
with what has been described as "one of the longest

USD's two-time Graduate/Law School Intramural Softball champions, the Legal Eagles, pose with their trophy. Back row, left to right: Kaity
Michael, Ryan Dietz, A ustin llenderson, Tim llance, Chris Denton. Front row, left to right: Kris Di Giova(lni, Amanda Lazerus, Christina Lutz,
Michael Gilberg, Melisa McKellar, Katie Chifcian, Justine Elgas, Renee Keen, Pia Kaur, Natasha Naraghi

home runs in softbaH history." With no record of home
run lengths in USD softball history, this is completely
unverifiable.
No. I Legal Eagles vs. No. 4 Fist Pumps
Meanwhile, on the opposite field, the undefeated Legal
Eagles prepared to face-off against another underdog, the ..
Fist Pumps. While I am no spokesperson for my team, I
think it is fair to say the Fist Pumps were a bit wary going
into the game. The Eagles are quite daunting- as my
anonymous source aptly put-"with their black uniforms,
manly mustaches, and smooth arms." There is no
denying they have put together a softball dream-team of
sorts. "The Eagles were clearly favored coming into the
season, and put together a perfect record," said Softball
Commissioner David Israel. The Fist Pumps were the
dark horse, but the team is no stranger to facing adversity.
Against all odds, the Pumps made it to the semi-finals
despite the loss of the "most amazing first-basemen ever,"
also unverifiable.
Wh~le the Fist Pumps gained an impressive 4-0 lead

over the Legal Eagles in the top of the first, the Eagles
quickly responded with four runs of their own. By the
bottom of the second, the Eagles took the lead, 8-4 and
continued to dominate on the field in both offense and
defense for a majority of the game. In the remaining
innings, the Fist Pumps managed to score only twice,
while the Eagles pumped out nine more runs, bringing
the final score to 17-6.
The win can be partially attributed to the Eagles
batting skills, but the Fist Pumps defense also left
something to be desired. "We played poor defense. You
can't beat a quality team when you' re dropping pop flies
and making errant throws," said Pumps third basemen
Brandon Smith. However, Fist Pumps Manager Charlie
Coover was not disheartened by the Joss. "It was a
tough game, the Eagles played well. It was unfortunate
we made a few errors, but in the end we lost to the best
team in the league and made it farther than any previous
season. So I'm proud of that."
Highlight of the game: While the Eagles' home runs
were impressive, a tip of my hat to Smith for back-toback catches at third.
Please see SOFTBALL on pg. 6

Baja California Attorney General Visits USD,
Highlights his Successes
By Camille Edwards

On November 15, 2011 , the International Human
Rights Law Society hosted an event entitled Baja
California's Progress in Fighting Drug Cartels and the
Implementation of a New Criminal Justice System.
The speaker was Mr. Rommel Moreno Manjarez,
attorney general for the Mexican state of Baja California.
Mr. Moreno was appointed to this position on November
21, 2007, and since then has been at the forefront of
combating the state's crime and violence resulting from
Mexican drug cartel disputes, due to Baja California's
precarious position near the Mexican-American border.
Mr. Moreno is highly qualified, with a Jong and
distinguished career in government service, and a
background in international criminal law. Before b"eing
appointed attorney general, Mr: Moreno was the General
Controller of the Federal Police and the Chief of Staff of

the Federal Assistant Attorney General in Mexico City.
Mr. Moreno holds a law degree from University of Baja
California with a concentration in international law. He
also has certifications in criminal law from Salamantina
University in Spain, and another certification in
intelligence and security from LSD University in Israel.
Mr. Moreno has also taught law at three universities,
including University of Baja California School of Law
and CETYS University.
Mr. Moreno began by informing us that the MexicanAmerican border crime issue is not just local, but is the
result of the international organized crime- specifically,
the drug cartels. The smuggling and illegal sale of heroin,
cocaine, marijuana, and other drugs, as well as firearms,
across the border are part of a large web of related crimes
that spread across the world. Drug cartels are fighting
for control over drug transportation and drug markets,
Please see BAJA on pg. 6
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Presidential elections in· two Central American
countries pose threats to democracy. In Guatemala,
former army general and president-elect Otto Perez
Molina claimed victory. Perez Molina promised a
mano dura (iron fist) approach and to use the military
to combat drug trafficking and organized crime.
Critics fear that this militant approach will bring back
a repressive government and signals a major setback to
the effort to build a civilian democracy. In Nicaragua,
incumbent president Daniel Ortega looks to be
reelected despite constitutional provisions preventing
leaders from serving consecutive terms. In 2009, ·the
Ortega appointed Supreme Court ruled these limitations
violated human rights. Rivals accused Ortega's party
of stuffing ballots and preventing conservatives from
voting. American Congressmen and observers from the
European Union expressed disappointment at what they
see is a farce of an election. By Timothy Oster

Europe, Britain
Britain is on the brink of bringing reform to the
controversial European Court of Human Rights
The ECHR has
(ECHR) in Strasbourg, France.
frustrated British courts by overruling it on several
occasions. Some believe the ECHR has become a forum
for every person who seeks to appeal their deportation,
with tens of thousands of cases awaiting hearing. Britain
would like the ECHR to focus on more serious human
rights issues instead of hearing every deportation issue.
Cabinet ministers will begin lobbying their European
counterparts for a reform deal expected to be reached in
April. By Andrew Hamilton
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Africa, Equatorial Guinea
· Equatorial Guinea is expected to approve constitutional
changes meant to promote democratic advances. President
Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, who has been in
power since a coup d'etat in 1979, and his government
highlighted that these changes would limit the number
of terms future presidents can serve and create a vice
president position. Human rights groups have said that
these changes will only further deprive citizens of their
rights. Both Human Rights Watch and Equatorial Guinea
Justice have pointed out that the proposed legislation would
allow Obiang to run for another term and handpick his vice
president and successor. Instead of providing citizens with
more rights, the changes may only increase Obiang's power
in the country. By Katherine Pruitt

North America, United States
Sixteen Latin American and Caribbean countries have
asked to join lawsiills brought by the Obama Administration
and the ACLU that challenge the constitutionality of
a South Carolina immigration law. The law, set to take
effect on January 1, 2012, criminalizes an immigrant's
failure to carry a certificate of registration and requires
law enforcement officers to investigate the immigration
status of any individual they stop whenever they have
reasonable suspicion that the individual lacks immigration
status. Opponents worry that the law will encourage
racial profiling and lead to state-sanctioned discrimination
against state citizens, including harassment and unlawfully
prolonged detention and arrest. South Carolina's governor
believes the law is necessary "to protect the citizens of
South Carolina" and "she isn't going to stop no matter who
decides to sue her." By Kerri Perazone

Oceania, Papua New G11inea

Middle East, Syria

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

November 2011

Syrian civilians, peacefully protesting the current
government run by President Bashar al-Assad, have
faced extreme violence that has resulted in over 3,500
deaths since March 2011. Protestors have been arrested,
and then tortured or even killed. Torture techniques
include burning with heated metal rods, electric shocks,
prolonged stress positions, and beatings. In response
to international criticism, the Syrian government
entered into a peace agreement with the Arab League
,on November 2 promising to stop the violence and
release political prisoners. However, since entering into
the agreem~nt, the violence has continued with nearly
400 deaths. Syria claims it released 1,730 prisoners in an
effort to show compliance, but Arab League officials are
unsatisfied because tens of thousands remain detained.
At an emergency meeting on November 12, Arab
League members voted to suspend Syria's membership.
Recently, however, the Arab League decided to give Syria
until November 19 to comply, but it has not articulated
consequences of noncompliance. The European
Union has frozen Syrian loans through the Europe~n
Investment Bank, and Turkey has threatened to shut off
electricity supplies to Syria. By Alexandra Byler

Recent actions by Indonesian security forces against
protesters in the Papua protjnce have led human rights
groups to call for Australia and the United States to press
Indonesia to address violence and abuse concerns in the
regi~n. Secretary of State Hilary Clinton voiced concern
over human rights abuses in · Papua, while Australia
remained virtually silent. A low-level insurgency has
existed since the Indonesian takeover of Papua in 1969,
but the situation has recently spiraled out of control A
rally in Abepura in October left three people dead when
Indonesian security forces stormed protesters who were
raising the Papua Morning Star separatist flag. Video of the
attack shows police beating protesters, including children.
Further, Indonesia's Commission for Missing Persons and
Victims of Violence shows that more than 40 people have
been killed because of violence since July. Human rights
groups call for Australia to raise concerns and ask the
Indonesian government, with which Australia has a close
relationship, for an independent inquiry into the October
attack. By Jackie Kallberg

Irene Condella
Assistant Director for JD Student Affairs
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The People v. Batman
A hypothetical legal dissection of the Dark Knight
By Sam Laughlin

henchmen and drug dealers, and in every case, the criminals
were in the act of a serious crime. So, check. These crimes
took place in front of Batman. So, check. But Batman·~
method of dispatching criminals, namely beating them up,
wrapping them around poles, and fleeing the scene, would
bar his actions from being classified as a legal citizen's
arrest.
Without the defense of his actions classified as citizen's
arrests, most, if not all of Batman's crime fighting, could
be classified as assault and battery, since Batman's favorite
tactic is surprising criminals out of the shadows before
beating them to unconsciousness.
Another "big picture" crime Batman often commits is
obstru.c tion of justice. Most of Batman's biggest targets
are some of the city's biggest criminal organizations. The
Illinois statute governing the crime reads:

Most criminal lawyers and law enforcement officers,
on at least some level, probably wish to be Batman. He
has no jurisdiction, endless resources, and absolutely
no bureaucratic red tape. He is justice personified.
But is such justice legal when it is at the hands of a
possibly insane vigilante billionaire who dresses like a
bat? More importantly, were Batman a real, live force
swooping through nighttime city streets, how would a city
prosecutor manage a case against him in the event he was
arrested?
For the sake of such a hypothetical, it helps to restrict
the source material. Batman has, after all, been around
for almost seventy years, had several television shows,
different movie franchises, and endless comic book and
novel adaptations. To keep the discussion grounded as
close to reality as possible, I will only analyze the facts
A person obstructs justice when, with intent to prevent
as related in the recent Christopher Nolan films. Since the apprehension or obstruct the
prosecution or defense
those films were shot around Chicago, and you can see of any person, he lmowingly commits any of the following
Illinois plates on most of the vehicles in the movies, let's acts:
just say Gotham is in Illinois. To add to the hypothetical
(a) Destroys, alters, conceals or disguises
grounding, let's assume Batman was arrested on a physical evidence, plants false evidence, furnishes false
city street by a police officer not in the furtherance of information; or. ..
any crime fighting. He was arrested for simply being
(c) Possessing knowledge material to the subject
Batman.
at issue, he
There are a number of
leaves the State
possibilities for charges to Mr. .
or conceals
Bruce Wayne: destruction of
himself.
property, obstruction of justice,
§ 720 ILCS
assault and battery, unlawful use
5/31 -4.
of a military-grade vehicle in city
streets - too many to mention.
Seeing
But is the act of vigilantism,
how
Batman
itself, a crime?
constantly
Most jurisdictions across the
takes evidence
country recognize the legitimacy
from
crime
of citizen's arrest and pose no
scenes to study
statute directly outlawing a
and is always
person's ability to capture and
.. concealed . .(by·
detain a criminal. The IHinois
being Batman),,,
statute governing ·citizen's arrest
.
.
.
. .
.
this charge (iQuld
k
"An
The real cr1me? Makmg ·Batman & R'obm, · starring George
stick. His mens ·
ta es on1Y one sentence:
Y C/ooney and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Hey-o!
person may arrest another when he
rea for the first
has reasonable grounds to ·believe that an offense other element, the "intent to prevent apprehension or obstruct
than an ordinance violation is being committed." 725 the prosecution or defense," might be lacking, as he is just
ILCS 5/107-3. Most other jurisdictions contain a similar trying to help the police. Either way, he could be found
requirement that the crime committed be worse than a in criminal contempt, as the Illinois court has found that
violatipn of misdemeanor, and the crime occur physically "any conduct which is calculated to embarr~s, hinder or
before the citizen crime fighter. And, of course, most obstruct the court in its administratiofi of justice or lessen
jurisdictions agree that the citizen needs to stay around its authority or dignity is criminal contempt:" People v.
for the arrest to be legal. .
LaRosa, 198 Ill. App. 3d 862, 865 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist
How does this apply to. Batman? In the films, he 1990). Dressing up like a giant bat and out-policing the
has performed citizen's arrests on numerous terrorist police force would probably be grounds for "embarrassing"
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the Gotham city prosecutor's office.
Even without a truly legal defense of citizen's arrest,
Bruce Wayne's defense attorneys would likely appeal to
policy justifications to keep Batman around. Namely, the
policy is .that their city is better off with the Dark Knight
patrolling the city streets. Modem day vigilantism is
actually encouraged through community watch groups
and organizations such as the Guardian Angels pro~am.
The Guardian Angels patrol sections of the New York and
Los Angeles, among other cities; and while membership
is open to the community, the organization maintains strict
regulations and guidelines to prevent their patrol squads
from getting arrested, as members carry no weapons and
rarely even patrol neighborhoods anymore.
.
Perhaps the most comparable example of a real-life
Batman would be Benjamin Fodor, a.k.a., Phoenix Jones,
the masked superhero who patrols the streets of Seattle.
Really .. . Fodor wears a black mask, bulletproof body
armor, and two cans of pepper spray, and patrols various
Seattle neighborhoods looking to help citizens and stop
crime. His tactics typically involve calling the police
then assaulting criminals with pepper spray. While police
have begrudgingly allowed his presence, he was arrested
on Octoper · 13 of this· year · after spraying a crowd of
people dancing in a .club. Poiice never charged him with
anything, and prosecutors are still reviewing the case.
The only resulting fallout from the incident was personal
to Fodor: he lost his job teaching special needs clllldren.
The lesson to learn for a real-life Batman falls not
in the attempt at being a super hero, but in how Batman
operates. Crossing the line from passive resistance and
self-defense into actively beating criminals who ileversaw-it-coming could potentially land the Dark Knight in
a dark cell.
This is all mostly beside the point, however. No cell
could ever keep Batman.

*·* *

,. ' ·•

FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, GIVE ME ALL YOUR COFFEE! NOW!!!!
By Chris Dibbern

them respends with a concerned sadness in her eyes. .They
don't care about her coffee problems. No one does.
Coffee!
The addict never lets go ofher curse, not even when it's
The most obvious law school addiction is coffee. We time to drink alcoholic beverages. She sneaks in flasks of.
all love it exactly the same way we've been getting it for Baileys to -bar reviews in a poor attempt to fit in. She'll
years. For some, it's a daily ritual of setting the coffee say it's vodka but we see the truth in her eyes. Her eyes
maker the night before and waking up to that rich aroma are so bloodshot that if she only had one eye, she'd be a
of... I'm going to stop before I start sounding like every Bond villain . . In fact, ifyou ever work at a place that serves
coffee commercial ever. In any case, the caffeine gives coffee, the addict will hound you about the single detail to
us an unbeatable rush. · For some, that rush becomes too. your coffee that's preventing them from enjoying their time
much and overtakes them to the point of jeopardizing there. At the Grad Law Commons, I've almost come to
their legal career.
blows because we didn't have Sugar in the Raw, whatever
You can easily identify a coffee addict at USO Law. that is. Another addict once threw a temper tantrum
They're the ones who take notes in actual Mead spiral- because the Whole Foods lavender vanilla coffee creamer
bound notebooks. This is because they've spilled a bit too was missing. The worst offender was the person who yelled
much Yuban on their p1evious laptops. Yes, that's laptops, at me over not )laving a French press. I don't even !mow
plural. Other signs of addiction could be coming into what that is.
class ten minutes late with a Starbucks cup that looks like
There's one obvious comparison when it comes to a
an LA freeway sign, half-covered with graffiti. Sadly, this coffee addict's behavior. If you've ever known a drummer,
graffiti is not La Raza claiming their turf; it's some hipster you've seen that they like to practice the drums with their
barrister marking up the addict's detailed instructions. hands when they're not playing the real drums. You'll hear
And yes, because of the job market these days, the words the familiar desk taps. Like a drummer, a coffee addict
"barista" and "barrister" are interchangeable. (Writer looks like they're playing the piano. Unfortunately, coffee
takes a coffee break. Wow, the best part of waking up is addicts' fingers are so jittery it always looks like they're
Folgiers in· my cup. Oops, I need to get back to writing practicing piano, although I doubt you could find an addict
this article on coffee addiction.) Anyway, as this person who could play Taps, much less Mozart.
sits down, they inevita1!ly make a comment about their
There is no coffee rehab program. There is only decaf
name being spelled "{TOng on the cup. The person next to or death. In all seriousness, I'm sure most onhe following

tl

l

addicts would preferthe-laftef. · ·- ,:~ • ··
Social Event Attendance.
The attendance addict fits in rather well her first month
at school, but you soon start to notice that this girl goes·
to every single eventthe law school puts on. She's front
row at the Black Law Students Association meeting. She
lies to career services by saying she's a 2Ljust so she can
go to those events:- She even brings in food from lunch
meetings to other lunch meetings! She'll mix and match
Business Law's selection of Doritos with Environmental
Law's eco-friendly lettuce wedge-like substance that
obviously is someone's yard work. She' ll go in and out
of conflicting meetings pretending like she's going to the
bathroom.
You might think that being an attendance addict is
ok, until you realize that this person misses class because
of her problem. When she does make it to class, .she;s
always looking at the SBA or the SDCBA master calendar
on her laptop. She's even on a first name basis with
Leilani because -she wants to know the lunch meeting
event calendar months in advance. You might think
that there's no getting through to this person. Actually,
a scientist at Blobbity-Blah University had a compelling
breakthrough. He concluded that it is possible to stage
an intervention for _this person, as l~ng as you mak~. a
Facebook event and ask SBA President Andrew Gil to
·•· • Please see COFFEE onpg. ·5
• I ~ • ...
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The Occupy Movement Comes, Leaves, then Comes Again to San .Diego
Just what has been going on
downtown?
By Patricia Alleborn

The Occupy San Diego Movement has been thriving
for six weeks. Although San Diego's movement has not
generated the same level of national attention that some
other Occupy movements have, Occupy San Diego has
actively produced marches, rallies, a camp providing food
and medical aid, hunger strikes, two different lawsuits
against the city and the police, and multiple arrests. Yet
the news continues to focus on other Occupy protests. So
who is this San Diego group that has been flying under the
radar?
Occupy San Diego is an offspring of the founders
of the Occupy Wall Street movement. On September
17, 2011, Adbusters, a Canadian-based anti-consumerist
organization, initiated a protest in New York City's
Zuccoti Park, located in the Wall Street Financial District.
Over 1,000 protestors marched throughout the streets, and
up to 200 spent the night in cardboard boxes. This would
mark the beginning of the Occupy Movement, a series of
demonstrations throughout the country where protestors
occupy public space in order to draw attention to the
nation's economic inequality, unemployment and business
corruption. Despite hundreds of arrests and criticism, the
Occupy movement continues to gain momentum.
The original Wall Street Occupiers and the subsequent
Occupiers throughout the nation are composed of
individuals from a wide range of political outlooks,
including socialists, anarchists, libertarians, and others
in between. Occupiers include people from all races,
backgrounds and religious beliefs. The group even
includes.some of America's rich and privileged; according
to MSNBC, FarhadA. Ebrahimi, a wealthy protestor, wears
at-shirt that reads, "Tax me, I'm good for it." Despite the
diversity of group's members, all Occupiers have come
together to rally under the slogan: "We are the 99 percent."
This slogan represents the growing difference in wealth
between the wealthiest one percent and the rest of the
United States. The Occupy Party is also refeiring to itself
as the "Tea Party of the Left."
Occupy San Diego was born on October 7, 2011,
when 1,500 people marched down San Diego's streets
in protest. Rallying under the national Occupy slogan,
"We are the 99 percent." San Diego Occupiers protested
national greed, undue corporate influence and economic
inequality. The protestors set up camp at Civic Plaza,
naming it "The Village." There, Occupiers provided food
and medical assistance to anyone who felt inspired to join
the movement, regardless of their housing status.

However, some San Diegans were not thrilled about the
movement's expansion to our city. Surrounding businesses
started to complain that "The Village" was generating
human waste, litter and drug use. Many small businesses
claimed the movement was hurting business as well.
Police saw the movement- as practiced in San Diego-as
a violation of various city codes and state laws by camping
in the Civil Plaza. Consequently, three weeks after the
movement began, on October 29, 2011, at 2:30 a.m., the
San Diego police arrived at the camp in riot gear, ordering
protestors to clear out. The 51 Occupiers who refused to
leave were subsequently arrested. Those who were arrested
will face charges of illegal lodging, unlawful assembly,
resisting police and encroachment on public property. The
protestors objected and screamed at the officers, reminding
them that they too were part of the 99 percent. Protestors
maintain that they received no warning of the late-night
ouster, and many felt it constituted police brutality.
Allegedly, the police tried to negotiate with the protestors
before the ouster, but due to the group's lack ofleadership,
police efforts at negotiations were unsuccessful.
In response to the 51 arrests, Occupy San Diego filed
their first lawsuit against the San Diego Police Department.
Occupiers were enraged that the October 29 arrestees
were held in police vans for up to eight hours with no
access to bathrooms, and were consequently forced to
relieve themselves on the bus. The San Diego Sheriff's
Department has promised to conduct an internal review
regarding this matter.
Protestors were eventually let back into the camping
area but were not allowed to bring their tents. Police
placed barricades around the Civic Center Plaza and
informed protestors that San Diego Municipal Code
section 54.01.10 makes it· illegal to place any object on
public property in the plaza. Consequently, it is illegal to
have tents in Civic.Center Plaza. But, in practice, the San
Diego police have enforced this ordinance inconsistently.
Ultimately, even though the tents were removed, tents
slowly started creeping .up again in the Civic Plaza area.
On November 5-National Bank Transfer Day, and
one month since the movement's genesis-Occupy San
Diego teamed up with MoveOn Council and endorsed a
Big Banks Funeral March from the Civic Center to Petco
Park to a Bank of America branch. Occupiers organized
this march to protest tlie Troub1ed.'Asset Relief Program
(TARP) bailouts, illegal foreclosures, and government
bribery, believing that these practices have contributed
to-and worsened- the national economic recession.
The march generated 200 demonstrators dressed in blacJ<:,
carrying cardboard coffins inscribed with bank names. The
demonstrators also wanted to encourage people to shift
their money from large banks to credit unions, hoping this
will help reinvest capital back into the local community.
On November 7, Occupier John Kenney organized a
hunger strike with a handful of other protestors. Occupiers
have drafted a specific proposal for the city that would

allow occupiers to keep up tents and set up tables in the
plaza. Kenney organized the strike because he wants
the city to at least consider the proposal, but council
members have failed to provide the requisite signatures
to simply get the proposal on the ballot for consideration.
According to the San Diego Reader, Kenney said, "The
proposal is very specific [... ] but nobody will talk to us
so that's just sitting there. We originally asked for 300
tents. That was our first joust, but they haven't jousted
back. Instead oflistening to us, they' re ramping up police
brutality and spending more time and money. They're
treating us like 9-11 terrorists when all we want is social
and economic liberty and justice."
On November 15, three plaintiffs from Occupy San
Diego filed a preliminary injunction and temporary
restraining order against San Diego Police and the City
of San Diego from enforcing the Municipal Code section
54.01.10, claiming it is restraining their First Amendment
rights for free speech. Plaintiffs argue that the law is
unnecessarily broad, arbitrarily enforced, invades an area
of protected freedoms, chills First Amendment speech,
and is being used by the police as an intimidation tactic.
On that same day, 300 demonstrators marched to the
San Diego Police Department headquarters, protesting
early morning police sweep that happened earlier that
day in Zuccotti Park in New York against Occupy Wall
Street.
Around 2:00 a.m. the next morning, the police ex~cuted
a second clear out of the plaza. An estimated 100 police
entered the Occupy campsite in riot gear, ordering the
sleeping protestors out of the camp. Ten protestors were
arrested in the raid. Assistant Police Chief Boyd Long
explained that two of the arrests came after the crowd
was ordered to remove its personal property. Another
seven were arrested for resisting, delaying or obstructing
a police officer. By late morning, about 75 protesters had
returned with signs reading, "Occupy Still," and "Guess
Who's Back!!"
The next day, several hundred protestors rallied at
the Clairemont Bridge Blockade, temporarily blocking
Clairemont Drive Bridge that runs over the 1-5. Part of
the bridge was blocked for an hour and a half. Protestors
aimed to increase awareness to local infrastructure needs
and declare that Congress does nothing to create jobs.
Since the birth of the Occupy Move~ent, America
has watched the movement with mixed reviews. Many
Americans share Occupiers' frustrations of our times.
Others criticize the movement for its ambiguous social
goals and lack of leadership. However, over the past
few months, Occupy San Diego has demonstrated its
commitment for justice and continues to show San Diego
and the nation that - despite midnight ousters, increasing
arrests and arbitrary municipal codes -- its voice will not
be silenced.

***

ballad in which maritime references abound. Welch wails, of stunning silence. In "Breaking Down," Welch fears
"And the arms of the ocean are carrying me/And all this she is losing her mind because she believes there is a
devotion was rushing over me/
ghost in her room. Welch
And the question to heaven,
collaborated with James
for a sinner like me/But the
Ford of Simian Mobile
arms of the ocean delivered
Disco on this beautiful
me." In "Heartlines," a Celtictrack in which she
sounding song punctuated
softens her otherwise
By Jennifer Wake.field
by thunderous drums and
booming voice to a mere
. tinkling ch~es, Welch als?
whisper.
;z-~
There are several
After: ..I"lO'rence + The Machine's' '2009 debut; Lungs, sings of c\f.owning: "Oh; the .
river,
oh,
the
river,
it's
running
other
noteworthy
there was no doubt that Florence Welch's voice was big,
free/And
I'll
join
in
the
joy
it
Ceremonials.
tracks
on
but it may have been too big and unrestrained. In Lungs,
"Remain Nameless" is
Welch's ethereal howling steamrolled through the album, brings to me/But I know it'll
have
to
drown
me/Before
I
an uncharacteristically
leaving the listener feeling as if he were stuck in a wind
can
breathe
easy."
minimalist
electronic
tunnel. In Ceremonials, her sophomore release, Welch
Elsewhere
on
the
album,
track,
and
a
welcome
harnesses her vocals so that her voice is both haunting and
the
dreamy
harp
and
piano
opportunity
to
enjoy
refined at times, and powerful at others. Unfortunately, in
Welch's voice with little
Ceremonials, the spaces that would have been filled with music make the listener
instrumental distractions.
Welch's booming voice in Lungs hall.e .b!!en replaced with feel suspended in the water
"'Seven Devils" · is._ ·as
____ ,., vocals
.. .:, float
; ';. ....
resoundin'{~qboruses and· inulti-la¥e~ed ·in§~entals, while Welch's··
and undulate . 'aroun4 him.;·
spooky as its . -name
largely creati'ig the same ·effect' as Lungs: too m~ch. ·
Unfortunately,
while
some
'of
suggests, and Welch's
Many of the track,s in Ceremonials sound overproduced,
I kid you not, redheads really are this pale.
the
tracks
make
drowning
feel
voice
melts over the
and the excessive use of multi-tracked vocals feels
peaceful
and
harmonious,
others
eerie,
downtempo
drums
unnatural and unnecessary. While Welch's voice is
swell
with
drama
and
overwhelm
and
piano.
"What
the
Water
Gave
Me,"
alternates
short
distinctive and beautiful, Ceremonials leaves the listener
the
listener,
making
him
literally
feel
like
drowning
in
the
crescendos
with
moments
of
quiet
and
then
builds
up
to
yearning for more organic, natural talent like that of fellow
music,
gasping
for
air.
an
explosive
conclusion
in
which
Welch
sings
some
of
Londoner Adele, or psychedelic legend Grace Slick-it's
In the .opening track, "Only If For A Night," Welch her most impressive runs on the album.
hard to believe that no one has made the Jefferson Airplane
stays
on the subject of death and the ~fterlife: "Dancing
Although there is much room for improvement in
connection yet.
on
tiptoes/My
own
secret
ceremonials/Before
the
service··
Ceremonials,
the album is far from a disappointment.
The album is aptly named, as it is largely influenced by
began/In
the
graveyard
doing
handstands."
The
song
Overall,
it
is
romantic and beautiful; witchy and
death and its accompanying ceremonies. Welch once s-m..
starts
quietly
but
confidently,
with
Welch
singing
over
mysterious;
soulful
and pensive; and, sure to be a
the album was inspired by drowning, and nowhere is~....
a
piano
and
harp,
weaving
tempo
changes
and
moments
commercial
success.
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more evident than in "Never Let Me Go," an 80's inspired
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Clinics: More than Just Another Class
By Charles Ronan
Clinics can be a great change of pace. Law students
spend so much time in the books that it is hard to remember,
or even know, why we are in school, what it all means, or
what we face when we actually finish school. The clinics
bridge that gap very effectively. Even internships often
amount to only getting a chance to practice a fraction of
what you have learned, but as assignments given to us,
and not through client relationships. At the clinics you
get to practice certain things, such as managing client
relationships, that you would not normally get to as a 2L
or 3L intern in a law firm.
Supervision
Internship, clerkship or clinic-when you work during
law school you are supposed to learn and .be mentored
while you work. The amount of supervision given in these
positions can vary widely. However, the clinics offer a
much more controlled situation. At the clinics you get to
work with recent graduates who are filling the role of a law
clerk. They can help you with everything from keeping
on top of your cases to getting through school. The
professors are attorneys who practice in the area related
to your clinic, all with years of valuable experience. The
nice thing is having access to them in ways you might not
with a partner at a firm.
Work Environment
The USD clinics are set up like a real law firm. This
is important because knowing who to ask what questions
can be important, as well as knowing who to report to and
keep "happy." In an internship, outside of school, students
can get put in that "student" corner and may not receive
work that helps them learn. As a student intern you also
may get to meet more people around the office than just
the attorney you are working for, but it is unlikely that
you will interact with clients the way the attorneys do. At
·t he clinics have your own cases and clients, and have to
care for them and help them with their issues. You are not
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announce it at the next SBA meeting.
Hobnobbing
Probably the worst addiction to have is hobnobbing.
In law school, it's good to network with professors and
practitioners because they'll be able to help you start your
career, but sometimes networking goes too far. You know
those business cards Career Services helps us get? There
are 500 cards total in each order. I've personally used
less than 100 of them. The hobnobber ordered them three
times. The hobnobber also keeps different cards with
different variations of his name just in case he goes to
events w ith young practitioners (cards with his nickname)
or with judges (cards with his full name). The hobnobber
has a deep yearning to rush the stage at SDCBA events.
He wants to make it rain with his business cards.
You can easily identify a hobnobber by his dull speech
patterns. This person thinks about what he is going to say
and practices it hundreds of times in his bedroom before
going out. When he introduces himself, even he doesn't
understand what he is saying. The worst nightmare for a
hobnobber is stumbling over his words, so he pays outof-pocket for a speech pathologist because his insurance
laughed when he asked if they covered it. The hobnobber
keeps a stress ball at all times to keep his grip strong. He
keeps a towel to wipe off hand sweat. God forbid he
shakes an attorney's hand and the attorney isn't inspired by
the refined superiority of his handshake. The hobnobber
cannot practice his handshakes with family because they
all know him. The worst kind of hobnobber converts to
Catholicism so he can go to church and practice "in the
wild" (with strangers) during the "peace be with you" part
of the mass. Sadly, tlre;.hobn~bber has no friends in law school·
because they can't take him to where·he wants to go in his
career. In fact, even though he doesn't drive, he will not
carpool with you to school because "you can't take him to
where he wants to go." The hobnobber is an aberration
to the normal well-adjusted law student. The hobnobber
is haunted by years of weak handshakes .with his father.
Little does he know that 99 percent of all children give
weaker handshakes than adults. When you try to tell
him that it's because they have smaller hands, he quietly
weeps.
OCT is the worst time to be a hobnobber. We're all
walking around in suits during OCI so this causes great

~

handed a part of a case and asked to handle it separately,
instead you manage all aspects of the case the entire time
you are at the clinic.
Case Management
At the clinics you are required to manage your own
cases, case files, recording hours (like billable hours),
and electronic case information. It is an important part
of getting used to balancing actual "lawyering" with all
the other things that go along with it. Finishing a memo
in time is one thing, but if you still have to go back and
make sure all your documents are scanned, all your hours
are logged, and your client is properly kept up to date, you
learn how to op~rate as a lawyer. Learning how other
requirements can sneak up on you is an important thing to
learn before you are on the clock.
Clients
This is the most important part of die clinics. Having
to set up appointments, interview, screen, and w~rk with
real, live, breathing clients is a challenge if you have
never done it before. There is a lot you can learn from
interviewing classes and skills classes where you run
through demonstrations and role-plays, but nothing is
going to teach you more than sitting with an actual client
and interviewing them. Guiding the quiet client through
awkward questions, getting the.talkative client to focus, or
figuring out what to do with the quirky/strange/eccentric
client can only be learned by experiencing it without a
safety net. Some other things you learn working with
clients are the ability to make sure you have listened to
what they actually said, digging deeper to find out what
they actually meant, explaining things to them in a way
they can understand, asking the tough questions, and the
ability to say "no."
Guest Speakers
·clinics will bring speakers who are very experienced
in handling the issues you are seeing with your clients.
This gives you a chance to not only learn more about the
law, but also about practicing law, and making a living
doing it.
Outside Agencies
In most clinics you will also have contact with outside

agencies. It can be everything from checking on a filing
to talking about a client's case with a government agency.
Just like contacting clients, this is a skill which can be
developed only with practice. You can ask questions, but
you are working with your clients right away and making
all the required phone calls, speaking on their behalf. If
you feel like you need more practice in this area, then the
clinics are perfect for you. Better now than when you are
expected to do perform or lose your job.

Learn More
If you are interested in the USD Law clinics, there are a
number of great places to look for information. First, you
can look under Course Descriptions on the USD web site.
Under the Clinics tab, you can see a general description
of each clinic. This will include information about who
is the supervising attorney, what types of clients you will
represent, and whether or not the clinic bas prerequisites.
Some clinics will have prerequisites because you will be
making court appearances, while others will not.
A second source of current information about the
clinics would be the clinics' blog, located online at
http://sites.sandiego.oou/legal clinics/blog/category/
community-service . The blog covers the events that
members of the clinics attend, and spotlights some of the
professors connected with the clinics, so you can see both
who you will be learning from and working with. The blog
is iriteresting even if you are not thinking about taking
a clinic because it shows some of the great work that
members of the school's faculty and student body perform
.
throughout the com.mumty.
Two other ways to find out if the clinics might work
well with your law school plans would be to drop by the
Student Affairs office or the clinics themselves. Student
Affairs is always a great asset when trying to figure out
how to plan your schedule. Law students only get four
semesters to choose their own classes, so make ·them
count. Stopping by the clinics is a great idea. It may take
you a while to figure out that they are not in some hidden
office in Warren Hall (or was that just me?). The Legal
Clinics office is located in Barcelona (BA) Room 305. I
won't ruin the surprise as to where that actually is. Stop by
and ask questions. Everyone is nice and willing to help.

.

***

confusion for the hobnobber. You see, the hobnobber
sees no faces, only business suits. _He'll compliment
your paisley tie and try to hand you a resume. He tells
you about his past internships and his career goals. Little
does he know that I sit next to him in corporations! Plus,
I am at least four years away from becoming a hiring
partner (conservative estimate). Since it's the holidays I
want all of us to give hobnobber the greatest gift of all: a
networking referral. It will be his best Christmas ever if
you tell him there may be an internship <:>r a job opening.
To sum up: addiction is bad, but it's the absolute worst
when it annoys your friendly neighborhood Motions
writer.

e
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Final: No. 1 Legal Eagles vs. No. 3 Penal Thunder
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Coffee With ... Professor David McGowan
A new Motions feature: a getting-to-know-you interview of one
of USD Law's law professors.

Thus, the ultimate battle for the championship began.
The Legal Eagles were unsurprisingly confident going
into the game. "I don't think we were nervous. We've
been there before, so at this point it's just a question of not
shooting ourselves in the foot," said the Eagles' captain
Austin "Mustache" Henderson. Penal Thunder had its By Jonathan Jekel
own plan of attack. "We knew we had to play flawless
Like most people here, I don't sleep. I substitute
softball. Smart fundamental softball," said Penal player caffeine for REM. In line for coffee, I am occasionally
Alex Gershon after the game.
antisocial, in a smart phone malaise. On a gray morning
Things were looking good for the Penals at the bottom in early November, David McGowan stood behind me in
of the second inning. They had a two-run lead over the line. I had not yet taken one of his courses, nor had we
Eagles and their defense was holding strong. Both teams ever met.
continued to -score until it was 5-5 going into the bottom
I asked about his favorite bands.
of the third. Unfortunately, for the Penals, the Eagles
McGowan smiled. "Well, I like Sam Cooke, the Who,
not only tied the game in the third, but also kept the runs and either Stevie Wonder or Stevie Ray Vaughn."
coming with doubles from Henderson and Center Fielder
I didn't understand the interchangeable Stevies. He
Michael Gilberg.
clarified. "They once performed 'Superstition' together
Starting the bottom of the fourth with a 7-5 lead, the live," he said. "It's incredible."
Eagles went to bat and brought the heat, earning four more
We were in sync. Our conversation flowed from rock
runs. Penal attempted to level the score in the fifth but & roll to literature ( "J.K. Rowling s writing is a synthesis
managed only one run, made by outfielder Josh Praw. At of Dickens and Dahl"), and from literature to crossthe bottom of the fifth, Penal's third basemen Stephanie country cycling ( "Riding with headphones is Darwinism
Sweat made a spectacular line drive catch to end the at work "). I didn't have to ask why he chose to specialize
inning, but the Eagles gained a run putting them ahead 12- in intellectual property, antitrust, and legal ethics. He wore
6. At the top of the sixth and final inning, Penal Thunder humanism like a badge of courage.
went up to bat six runs behind. They put up a good fight,
Does Facebook provide a license for stalking?
but, ultimately, the Eagles caught a fly ball in the outfield Narcissism? Will artists need to become entrepreneurs
to end the game and clinch the win.
and self-promoters to survive the shift to digital? Will
The Legal Eagles were. happy to nab their second intellectual property take on greater importance as our
championship and put their spring 2011 loss behind society shifts from manufactmjng to knowledge-based?
them. "It was nice to win our second championship," said Some questions had answers-some were followed by
Henderson. "I think this was th~ most fup. we've had in meditative sips.
·
a season. We were more relaxed, didn't take things too
"So," I asked. "How do your interests intermingle?"
seriously but at the same time minimized e.rrors and just
"They're all ~bout protecting yourself," he said.
hit the ball."
"Antitrust and IP are two sides 9fthe same economic coin.
While victory may taste oh-so-sweet in USD's Legal ethics i~ about tactics: It's core lawyering."
intramural softball league, both teams realize winning is
Ask McGowan· ~~y he s_hose to write Developing
not everything .. "We may not hit runs, and we may not judgment About Pr.acticingLaw. He told me that although
turn double plays. But we wear costumes, we bring our there were great casebooks -on antitrust and IP, nobody
dogs, and we have a ton of fun," said Gershon, "In the end had applied game theory t6 legal ethics. The man likes a·
that's what softball is all about."
challenge. I respect passion.
We only spoke for 20 ntieutes, one cup of coffee, but I
' *'* *
· still contemplate the conversation.
From BAJA, pg. 1
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and the resulting violence and homicides are spilling
over the border into American border cities. Since 2008,
the number of deaths has been escalating as a result of
the continuous confrontations among cartels and public
policies for their eradication.
Baja California is a state plagued with smugglers
'and other criminals, and has experienced high levels of
kidnapping, homicide, and auto theft. When Mr. Moreno
was appointed in late 2007, such crimes were _at record
high levels; for example, there were 250 kidnappings
in 2007, a rate worse than that of Juarez, located on the
Mexico-Texas border.
So Mr. Moreno set to work. Speaking eloquently and
passionately, Mr. Moreno explained that he first recognized
that it is difficult for the states to confront organized crime,
because they do ~ot have the same level of funding and
training as the federal government. But it is crucial that
members of Mexico's state law enforcement are equipped
to deal with the cartels, because they are on the front lines
of this international crime battle; for example, 99 percent
of the crime in Baja California is caused by the cartels.
State law enforcement must be able to react quickly and
efficiently as problems arise.
,
Mr. Moreno's approach to equipping the state police
to battle the cartels has several steps. First, he studied the
border states, looking at the cartels to understand where
the crime was stemming form: the drug trade. The next
problem is consumption; by lowering drug consumption,
this cuts off the demand for the cartels' product, shrinking
their numbers. Next Mr. Moreno focused on training and
equipment; he has received increased funding for new
instruments and training, and has stressed the importance
of forensics. Mr. Moreno has also sent Mexican citizens
to San Diego State University to receive a Masters in
forensics so they can come back to Baja California and
work in the crime lab; he is proud that this has provided an
excellent opportunity for Mexican citizens who normally
would never be able to attend college.
Mr. Moreno also studied other countries and law

enforcement agencies to see how they have achieved
successes; for example, the FBI worked in conjunction
with the _government of Colombia to help decrease
crime rates by focusing on training and depuration. By
observing and communicating with other agencies, he has
learned valuable techniques that he has applied to his own
police force.

Mr. Moreno's efforts have resulted in some successes.
For example, he has arrested members of 28 cartels,
resulting in 243 prosecutions. The kidnapping rates
per year have steadily decreased since his appointment
in 2007, from 250 to a record-low 58 in 2011 (as of
November). Other states have been reforming their law
enforcement and criminal justice system to combat ~rime,
including Chihuahua and Oaxaca.
Mr. Moreno is also working to reform the members of
law enforcement and improve their public image. This
includes educating the public. Although crime levels are
dropping, he believes that citizens do not feel safer. He
wants to increase public awareness of his progress, and
also restore public faith in the police. His methods to do
so include having the police officers wear suits, to look
more professional, and also training. When Mr. Moreno
visited Israel in 2007, he saw that citizens there trusted
their police force, and envisions the same for Mexico in
the future.
Mr. Moreno's main goal is to help the people of
Mexico and the United States, by learning from other law
enforcement agencies and countries, and applying these
methods to lower crime and increase the population's trust
in law enforcement. He has worked tirelessly to do so, and
has been rewarded with decreases in crime and increases
in arrests of d_angerous cartel members. Although there is
still a lot of work to be done to protect the citizens of the
United States and Mexico from the violence of the drug
cartels, it is good to know that Mr. Moreno is so dedicated
to and passionate about his cause.

Professor McGowan

Re-Play Value: Your
Re.c ommended Playlist
By Jonathan Jekel

These are your new favorite songs. Start a free account
mi Groovesha:rk.com and search "Re-Play Value." If you
scroll down, you will.see playlists on the left. Enjoy.
1.

Charles Mingus - "Oh Lord Don't Let Them Drop
That Atomic Bomb on Me" (1'962) Suggested
Uses: Active Listening, Coffee & Cigarettes
2. Menahan· Street Band - "Home Again!" (2008)
· -Check out·this Brooklyn-based funk supergroup
featuring members of Antibalas, Shar<ln Jones &
,,
the Dap Kings, El Michels Affair, and the Budos
Band.
3. Mos Def - "Bedstuy ·Parade & Funeral March"
(2004) Suggested Uses: Alarm Clock, Starting a
bike ride
4. Radiohead - "I Might Be Wrong" (2001) See
Radiohead on tour in 2012.
5. Talking Heads - "Boin Under Punches" (1980)
The band recorded this album in response to the
first time they heard Fela Kuti.
6. Groundation - "Cultural Wars ID " (2004) In
my opinion, this Sonoma-based group is the best
reggae band in the World.
7. Sharon Jones & the Dap Kings - "How Do I Let
a Good Man Down" (2005) This Brooklyn-based
funk/soul outfit keeps it as real as possible, using
instruments and recording equipment from pre1970.
8. Funkadelic - "I Got a Thing, You Got a thing,
Everybody's Got a Thing" (1970) - Before
Parliament/Funkadelic transformed into a band
of sex-crazed afronauts, their music was raw,
political funk.
9. Mofro - Dirtfioorcracker (2004) This album
could have been the soundtrack for my childhood
in the Florida swampland.
10. Frank Zappa - "Peaches in Regalia" (1969) Zappa
recorded Hot Rats on 16-tracks at the same time
while the Beatles were recording Abbey Road on
8 tracks. This song can be overwhelming, but it is
nearly perfect.
11. Mosquitos - Boombox (2003) A New-Yorkbased group fusing indie pop and bossa nova.
12. Sly & The Family Stone- "Family Affair" (1971)
Before Sly Stone entered a hermetic, perpetual
drug binge, his music was groundbreaking.
This track was the first number one hit with a
programmed rhythm track.
13. The Black Keys - "Work Me" (2006) Suggested
Uses: Sealing the Deal, Driving at Night, Jukebox
at the Whistle Stop Tavern
14. Outkast - "SpottieOttieDopaLicious" - Put this
song on replay. The story is incredible.
15. Natacha Atlas- "Ghanwa Bossanova" (2006)
Egypt meets Brazil.

***
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Battle of th~· a.rains:
Two Semi-Finalist
Teams Move on to Face
·Professors this March
By Camille Edwards
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Business Law Society: Once Left for
Dead, Demand is High for this Not-SoAverage Club
By Charles Ronan

•

What the Business Law Society (BLS) has been able lunch was excellent- no pizza.
On November 17, 2011, an epic battle was waged.
to accomplish in less than a year is impressive. This is
As the semester comes to a close, Phillip and the rest
Lives were lost ...
not to say that there is not amazing work going on in all of the board are hard at work mapping out events for the
Actually, no lives were lost, and the only battle was
the USD student organizations, but when Phillip McGill, Spring Semester. These include a Resume and Personal
among the brains of 32 teams, each made up of three law
J.P. O'Hanlon, and Henry Ciocca set about revitalizing Statement workshop, Interviewing Workshop, the year's
and/or LLM students, all competing in the preliminary
the defunct BLS last year, it seemed like an uphill battle. main philanthropy event, and several topical speaker
round for Diversity Committee's Annual Battle of the
However, with a highly ranked MBA.program on campus, events on different practice areas within transactional
Brains (BOB) Competition, which was held in conjunction
a respected and nationally ranked LLM in Taxation law.
with the Thanksgiving-themed Dean's Mixer.
Phillip put it this way, "Our plans for BLS are twofold
Program, and a concentration in Business and Corporate
BOB started as a way to raise money for the USD
Law, it seems like the BLS would be a natural fit for and focused on, internal and external environments. By
Legal Clinics, and the purpose evolved over time. Now
USD
environment,
I
mean within the
University of San Diego School of Law. The fact that internal
the Diversity Committee uses BOB to raise money for
San Diego is an entrepreneurial market also lends itself community. Our main goal within US,D is to build
diversity-related events for student groups on campus.
to being an excellent breeding ground for lawyers focused relationships among students, between students ari.d
BOB 's preliminary round involved a test made up -of
professors, and to connect with students in the MBA
on business.
200 questions, l 00 multiple choice and 100 short answer.
When making important decisions about the structure program. By external environment, we're looking to
The teams were taken to classrooms in Warren Hall and
of the BLS, both hard work and luck were involved. First, boost USD's presence in business law both regionally and
given 45 minutes to complete the test. The Diversity
the BLS was able to enlist the help of the co-director of nationally. On the regional level, we're reaching out to
Committee has a special committee that searched a wide
the Center for Corporate and Securities Law, Professor alumni and professionals, law firms, and busmesses. For
variety sources to come with an eclectic list of categories
example, we'll be
Partnoy, as
for the test, including The 1990's, The Golden State,
taking a group of
one of the
Famous Women, Drugs, and World.Travel.
faculty
our members to
First place winners, with an imp~essive 152 points
visit Sony's local
advisors. If
out of 200, were The Original Kitteri .Mittens, a team
office and meet
you are not
comprised of Peter Estes, Jason Yee, and Sam Reep,
familiar with
with the general
all 2Ls. I know all of these gentlemen, and their vast
counsel. On the
Professor
intelligence is surpassed only by their rugged good looks.
level,
national
Partnoy,
(Peter told me to say that.) These men are a force to be
we're sponsoring
just . Google
reckoned with.
a
team
that
his
name,
In close second place was Biscuits Ain't For Jam, with
will
compete
and
you
147 points. Team members Dan "Toucan Sam" Shamir
in · a national
will quickly
(LLM), Courtney "I Quit" Byrne (2L), and Alex "Ubeki
" Transactional
realize how
Beki Beki Stan" Gershen (2L), are equally impressive
Moot
Coµrt"
lucky
the
in both looks and brains. The showdown between The
event hosted in
school is to
Original Kitten Mittens and Biscuits Ain't For Jam will be
Pennsylvania,
have
him
quite tµe spectacle.
w~th a Regional
and what an A handshake can mean many things. "Nice to meet you, n "I agree to your gentlemanly
The finalists will compete in Ma_rch, and then the
asset he is wager," or,"You've got a, deal," are j~st ftO~ ofthe possibilities!
Meet in Los
top student team will compete against a team of three
Angeles."
to the Bl:.S.
professors (to be determined) on stage, at another Dean's
"What we'd
Luck came
Mixer, before the entire school. I'. will see you all there!
into play when, after the BLS was already in progress, the like to do is facilitate an environment for students receive
new dean was announced. Dean Ferruolo came to the law practical advice and make connections. We understand
***
school from Goodwin Procter LLP, where he focused on that, ultimately, helping our members learn about law,
transactional work, with a special emphasis on corporate choosing a career path, making themselves marketable,
finance and governance and mergers and acquisitions. and getting a job should be our main goals. Hopefully
When Dean Ferruolo agreed to be the other faculty through our events and activities we'll make this happen,"
·
advisor, the BLS not only gained access to an experienced he added.
When asked why he was involved with the BLS,
business attorney with a unique outlook; they also gained
January:
Professor Partnoy said "It is great to have something like
prominence due to the dean's position in the school.
With the start of the new school year Phillip, JP, and this for students interested in business law. I try to support
Henry set out to put in place a functioning board. They it in any way I can, but to get something like this off the
'
made a number of positions available, so there would be ground it has to be driven by the hard work of someone
more opportunities for students to be actively involved, like Phil." Dean Ferruolo said that he expects nothing less
and ·held elections. While the list of participants is much than for the BLS to "fix the economy." It was hard to tell if
his smile revealed that there was some humor behind this
larger, the key positions are:
idea or if he is just confident in the possibility that BLS
Phillip McGill - President
will pull it off.
Jamie Hylland - Vice President
To find out more about what is coming up with the
Henry Ciocca - Treasurer
February -April:
BLS friend the club on Facebook (of course), connect on
J.P. O'Hanlon - Of Counsel
Linkedin, or visit the website at http://www.usdbls.com.
Alexander Gershen - SBA Rep
There
are also plans to have an online Business Law
Kathleen Donahue - Secretary
Journal
where you can find interesting articles or even
The BLS functions are based on a stated mission
to facilitate open dialogue in various areas of business submit your own. The BLS is working hard to be an
and transactional law, provide a forum for students important part of the USD Law landscape, and you owe
to network both within the USD comnµmity and the it to yourself to stop by one of its events to see what is
surrounding legal community, educate interested students happening.
in specialized issues of business law, and to positively
May-June:
***
impact the community through philanthropic ventures and
service projects. To accomplish this the BLS is going to
host speaker events, workshops, networking events, and
mixers. The BLS will also sponsor teams for business law
competitions, and put on philanthropic events.
One thing the BLS would have to do to stay viable was
to build a strong membership base and hold interesting
events. For this year, J.P., Henry, and Phillip really wanted
to kick things off and build interest in BLS. The first event
was the November 3 event "Business Law: Transactions
or Litigation," which was a huge success. Moderated by
July - December:
Dean Ferruolo, and featuring panel speakers Professor
Stiska and Professor McCloskey (who teach Securities
Regulation together), the panel provided the BLS members
with valuable insight into careers in both business litigation
and transactional work. No punches were pulled, and the
discussion was interesting and animated. WH 131, where
This guy, if he were in law school and still alive, would
the event was held, was overflowing, so next time the BLS
1110st likely .H!tllll to join the Business Law Society.
will have to upgrade to the larger LRC 132. Even the
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Penn State Scandal: 409 Wins... But At What Cost?
By Casey Jenk ins
How? Why? These are the questions that have been locker room. Jerry Sandusky was still very much a part he should have put himself in the spotlight. He might be
raised by the victims, parents, fans, players and media of the Penn State culture after his resignation despit~ !he., in the clear criminally, but morally he was way off base.
concerning the events surrounding Penn State's recent possibility of foul play. The grand jury repmt says1:hatthe this situation is not the same or even close to Ohio State's
child abuse scandal. Jerry Sandusky, dubbed ·; saint administrative assistant, Mike McQueaiy, saw Sandusl<Y "scand~l" earlier this year, in which coach Jim Tressel
Sandusky" after ~uit his coaching · j ob to dedicate raping a boy about age ten in the locker room showe~. was forced to resign after keeping quiet about some
himself to his F-hanty in 1999, allegedly molested young Paterno reported this disturbing news to the athletiC'--, inappropriate earnings of his athletes. Are Penn State
boys who were brought into his life because they needed administrators and all of them did no~hing to see to it that faas truly that blinded by sports that they cannot see the
a role model. They looked up to him. These boys were these children were protected and that the injustices halt. difference between these tortured children and a college
especially vulnerable because they were introduced to The university merely took Sandusky's locker room keys quarterback profiting from some sports memorabilia?
Sandusky through The Second
Paterno does not belong on any
Mile, which the organization
pedestal.
describes as a "statewide nonDon't get me wrong.
I
profit organization for children
understand the allegiance to your
who need additional support and
alma mater or even extreme
who would benefit from positive
pride in a team that you merely
human contact."
Sandusky
grew up admiring. I am as big
started the charity for at-risk
of a sports fan as the next person
youth and remained its CEO
and, truth be told, when one of
until 2010 when the investigation
these scandals come to light I
became serious. This story is
admittedly breathe a sigh of relief
tragic without any additional
that it is not my beloved Kansas
circumstances but it became
Jayhawks under scrutiny. Most
unthinkable when the grand
universities have seemingly lost
jury report revealed how much
sight of the academic institutional
university officials knew about
values that they are founded on
what was going on and how little
because they are driven by forces
they did to stop it. Suddenly the
bigger and stronger: money and
loo.ming question became "how
numbers. 409 wins, 46 seasons,
could they?"
96,000 students, $4 billion budget,
Penn State fired legendary
ticket sales, bowl games,' national
coach Joe Paterno, fondly referred
championships, are all numbers
to as JoePa by the football world,
and status symbols that have all
on Wednesday November 10.
been thrown around in the wake
After 46 years as head coach,
of this tragedy as though they
he recently reached a record- Students at Penn S(ate University turned over a-media truck during riots near campus that were started thanks
matter at all in the course of the
breaking 409 wins, the most in the · to a perceived Jack ·o ffairness in reporting from national journalists. Credit: AP.
events that occurred. Joe Paterno
nation for the top level of college
was the face of Penn State and
Sadly~ that record
football.
away. Rape is a heinous crime, especially when involving could have put an end to this and demanded justice at the
comes with some heartbreaking costs. His mid-season children, and all that they did was take his locker room snap of a finger. He could have called police himself or
termination came less than two weeks after his 409th win. keys away? It is unimaginable to most people to see approached The Second Mile. While it is understandable
If the allegations prove to be true, poor leadership and lack something like this and not make ·sure that justice be done. that universities want to be the best and most prosperous
of basic morality at the university's top levels failed to Suddenly the question asked becomes, "Why does football in the ever-competing worid NCAA, when will enough
protect these children and destroyed the already tarnished cloud what so· many people easily declare such a crystal be enough? When will the coach that is honorable be more
reputation of college athletics. Even if the allegations clear judgment call?
admired than the coach that puts football above all else,
are false, enough was not done to investigate and make
Those with an allegiance to Penn State, like many including the dignity that his players and institution place
sure that the children were safe after suspicions arose. university fans amid the plethora of athletic scandals in his hands?
409 wins and his subsequent downfall cost Joe Paterno this year, have jumped to their leader's defense citing the
These leaders, Joe Paterno in particular, failed the
and Penn State an almost saintly reputation, and more · fulfillment of his "legal duty" and his "positive impact" young victims here and let down a community of devoted
importantly, the psychological and.physical well being of on Penn State University over the course of his coaching fans. It is my hope that coaches or anyone else that is
innocuous and susceptible children.
tenure as though it excuses him from his actions, or lack idolized realize through this what it means to be a true
Jerry Sandusky was Paterno's assistant coach for thereof. They cry out to defend his innocence and point leader: to speak up in a situation where they see injustice
more than 20 years until he left abruptly in 1999 after an the finger at the media for demonizing their fallen hero. being done and to put aside their own fears and agendas
investigation into allegations of Sandusky sexually abusing The night that Paterno was fired, students held a vigil in to do the right thing. That is what is missing in so many
young boys. As previously mentioned, Sandus~y and the front ofhis home as if he were the victim here. For lack of collegiate athletic programs today. As Grantland's Charles
university made it seem as though he wanted to turn his better words, are you kidding me? What a slap in the face Pierce put it best, if the crime and cover-up " blights Joe
focus to The Second Mile at that time. He continued to be to the victims and their families that a vigil be held for the Paterno's declining_years, that's too bad. If that takes a
a part of the university community despite these warning very powerful man in the community that could have put chunk out of the endowment, hold a damn bake sale. If
signs and had continuous exposure to kids through The an end to this horror and saved some of these victims. He that means Penn State spends some time being known as
Second Mile. A short three years later, an adrnip.istrative was not just the football coach w_ho fulfilled his duty by the university where a child got raped, that's what happens
assistant witnessed an incident of abuse and reported it telling the athletic director what l!e heard; he was the face when you 're a university where a child got raped."
to Paterno because it occurred in the Penn State football of Penn State stepping into the shadows at a time when
~

of

***

Dude, Where's My
Bar: Pacific Beach Ale
House
By Henry Ciocca

I like this bar. I like it a lot.
Dumb and Dumber references aside, PB Ale House
offers the total package: comfortable ambiance, tasty
food, an assortment of beers that they brew themselves,
and solid. happy hour specials. It is perfect for a low-key
hang with friends, or an impromptu meal - they serve
breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Most of all, I enjoy PB Ale House for the casual and
relaxing atmosphere. The rooftop bar area is honestly a
treat. Even when it's a little chilly outside, the heat lamps
have you covered. Grabbing a table with a few friends,
enjoying some good beer, as well as each other's company,
is definitely the play here.
But enough of my opining. Allow me to back this up
with some cold, hard facts: The Ale House brews six beers

of their own, varying from very light (Good Times Gold) to
serve $3 house beers, $3 wells, and $5 sangrias.
very dark (PB Porter). Personally, I'm a fan of the Pacific
The food menu is pretty extensive, but the main courses
Sunset IPA, which is strong and hoppy. However, if you
aren't cheap, so I usually stick to the appetizers. I enjoy
like the dark stuff, I recommend you try their Shipwreck
the spinach and artichoke dip and the calamari, which
Stout, which js brewed with black, chocolate, and dark
they are usually able to keep pretty crispy. If you are in
crystal malts and given a sweet taste through the use of
the mood for something different, the shrimp and lobster
espresso and toffee flavors. I hear the Whitewash Wheat,
wraps are pretty good, but again, pricey ($14 appetizer).
their Belgian style wheat beer, is also pretty good. PB Ale
A s a side note, PB Ale House advertises a make-yourHouse offers a decent sized
own Bloody Mary bar on weekend
beer flight for $12 if you wish
mornings. I've never tried it myself,
to sample an assortment.
but it definitely piqued my interest. It
On to the deals: If you are
sounds like it's worth a shot if you're
having a carnivorous urge, on
into Bloody Marys (which you should
Mondays from 5 p.m. to 10
be).
p.m., you can grab a burger
PB Ale House is a good time. Go
and a featured house beer
on a nice afternoon and enjoy the view
for $8. On Thursdays from
of the ocean from the rooftop. First
10 p.m. to close, they offerfloor seating on the patio is also a nice
$3 house beers, $3 whiskey/
option - there is a trendy-looking fire
cokes, $3 vodkas, and $2 The PB Ale House: Not to_be confused with PB
pit
out there providing warmth and a
lemon drops. And best of Shore Club or PB Bar and Grill
comfortable feel. It's definitely a classy
all, they offer a free appetizer
establishment worth checking out.
buffet on Thursday night.
Cheers!
It's best to get there early to make sure you get to the free
food before someone else does. The normal happy hour
***
is Monday through Friday from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., and they

